“A lie doesn’t become truth,
wrong doesn’t become right
and evil doesn’t become good
just because it’s accepted by
a majority.”
~ Booker T. Washington ~

Canada
Kinsella firm hired to ‘seek and destroy’ Bernier’s
People’s Party, documents show
Warren Kinsella and his Daisy Group consulting firm worked on a secret
campaign to “seek and destroy” the fledgling People’s Party of Canada and
keep Maxime Bernier out of the national leaders’ debates, The Globe and
Mail has learned. Internal Daisy Group records obtained by The Globe show
a team of Daisy Group employees worked on a plan called “Project Cactus”
that focused on portraying People’s Party supporters as racist.
https://archive.is/ZCns4#selection-1208.0-3217.23

Bernier files complaint to elections watchdog over
'secret' campaign to smear his party
People's Party of Canada Leader Maxime Bernier has filed a complaint to
the Commissioner of Canada Elections to get to the bottom of what he
called a "secret" smear campaign waged against him. During a news
conference Saturday, Bernier said the party will retain legal advice and will
use all tools at its disposal to get answers on the Conservative Party of
Canada's potential role in that campaign. He also wants answers on who
was behind the entry of a Rhinoceros Party candidate in his Beauce, Que.,
riding who has the same name as him.
https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/bernier-files-complaint-kinsellacampaign-1.5327748

Call to Action: Write to Warren Kinsella about
election interference
According to Mr. Kinsella: "I'm proud to oppose bigots like Bernier, paid or
not. And the client who wanted to expose and oppose bigotry? They
deserve credit, not criticism." And further: "Any of you who are depicting
Maxime Bernier as in any way a victim is assisting a racist. You are helping
him. You should stop doing that."
If you are disgusted by this insult as well as his interference in the election
process, please write or telephone and express your thoughts.
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/call-to-action-write-to-warren-kinsella/

Canada: Muslim students spit on Jewish students,
openly express support for Hamas
At York University, Arab and Muslim students began “swearing profanity all
over the place” and spitting at Jewish students because they displayed a
Zionism sign earlier in October. “Security had to break up angry Palestinian
mobs throughout the day because they were screaming at and intimidating
Jews.” But was that not enough hatred to get members of the “mob”
charged? Spitting is assault, and we all know that York University — and

society at large — would never tolerate such abuse against Muslims; nor
should they. In that event, Prime Minister Trudeau would likely intervene.
But why is this abuse tolerated against Jews? Arrests should have been
made and expulsions carried out by York University.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/10/canada-muslim-students-spit-onjewish-students-openly-express-support-for-hamas

The Barbarians Are at The Gates
You don’t fully comprehend the enormity and critical importance of the
immigration issue in Canada until you have walked through an “Antifa”
gauntlet, felt their shoving, heard their deafening and robotic chants and
smelled the human feces they have left behind. If you don’t believe me,
just ask the almost one hundred law-abiding, peaceful people who paid for
a ticket to listen to a presentation at UBC on Wednesday evening, October
9. The talk was given by former UNB professor Ricardo Duchesne and
Mount Royal University Professor Mark Hecht. In case you didn’t know,
“Antifa” is short for “anti-fascists”, which is what these hooligans fancy
themselves as. It has to be the most inaccurate name of the century.
http://immigrationwatchcanada.org/2019/10/13/the-barbarians-are-at-thegates/

Tomorrow’s Election
ACT! For Canada Special Newsletter:
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/act-for-canada-election-newsletter-october18-2019/

C3RF Special Report:
https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/2019/10/17/C3RF-MemberUpdate---18-Oct-2019

Voter Information – When and Where to Vote
Simply enter your postal code and you will get the information as to where
to vote!
https://www.elections.ca/home.aspx

Freedom of Speech
‘The Rise of Jordan Peterson’—A Review
Given today’s downward cultural spiral, it’s disturbing but not surprising
that the makers of a thoughtful new documentary about Jordan Peterson
are having a hard time finding somewhere to show their film. Many
mainstream and independent cinemas have refused to screen it because
they’re “fearful of controversy” or “morally concerned.” One theater in
Toronto cancelled a week-long showing after some of the staff “took issue
with it.” A theater in Brooklyn cancelled a second screening, despite the
fact that the first sold out and received good reviews, “because some staff
were offended . . . and felt uncomfortable.”
https://quillette.com/2019/10/14/the-rise-of-jordan-peterson-a-review/

The War Over Words
The issue of language is becoming more and more acrimonious and
controversial. One of the key features of the language wars is to make a
link between certain words and the rise of hate crimes. This is done
through labelling certain words and ideas as forms of ‘hate speech’. Once a
word is rebranded as an act of hate, it can be discredited on the basis that
it encourages violence.
https://www.spiked-online.com/2019/10/18/the-war-over-words/

Deplatforming Works: Let’s get on with it
In the wake of the 2017 Manchester Arena bombing, then-Prime Minister
Theresa May created the Commission for Countering Extremism (CCE),

which has predictably turned into a government agency that seeks to
weaponize speech against those who dare to criticize disastrous hard left
policies, such as unchecked migration. The truth is that any attempt to
control “hate” is completely futile and will always result in persecution of
political opponents.
https://rairfoundation.com/uk-govt-funds-hard-left-extremists-to-silenceand-destroy-political-opponents/

LGBTQ
Male-Bodied Rapists Are Being Imprisoned with
Women. Why Do so Few People Care?
This is happening in Canada even if most Canadians have no idea about it.
The people who live in prison, including female prisoners, have very little
constituency among politicians or journalists. The media reports on this
issue rarely.
In the UK, currently 1 in 50 male prisoners are now claiming to be a
woman. There is every reason to assume that the needless danger facing
these women will only escalate as more male prisoners become aware of
this “self-ID” escape hatch. Meanwhile, we women are dismissed or
berated as “transphobes” when we voice concerns. It’s a scandal that is
now in plain sight. No woman should tolerate this appalling situation, and
no civilized country should ask her to.
https://quillette.com/2019/10/12/male-bodied-rapists-are-beingimprisoned-with-women-why-do-so-few-people-care/

The Candace Owens Show with Walt Heyer
Walt Heyer lived as transgender woman for eight years. In this episode of
The Candace Owens Show, he shares his experience with gender
dysphoria, sex change, regret, and his moving story of healing and
restoration. This is a wonderful and powerful interview.

https://www.prageru.com/video/the-candace-owens-show-walt-heyer/

Antifa
Time for Patriots to Declare War on Antifa
Terrorists
The time for President Trump to take action on ANTIFA in labeling the
organization an international terrorist organization is long overdue. It is an
international terrorist group, since it also operates in many European
countries as well as the United Kingdom aside from the US. ANTIFA is only
part of a much larger spiderweb of anti-American terrorist groups, all
founded and organized by Barack H. Obama and run via
the central organization known as Organizing For Action.
https://thewashingtonstandard.com/time-for-patriots-to-declare-war-onantifa-terrorists/

Environment
Lewis Hamilton and the unbearable climate change
hypocrites
Using natural resources to create vast sporting spectacles is okay with me.
I just don’t want these people then to turn around and tell the rest of us to
give up steak and tuck into quinoa. It’s like a king telling a pauper to
tighten his belt. The public doesn’t take kindly to being told by
extravagantly wealthy people that we must drive less, holiday less, eat less
meat, and generally live lesser, smaller lives. Get stuffed.
https://blogs.spectator.co.uk/2019/10/lewis-hamilton-and-the-unbearableclimate-change-hypocrites/

Was this zoologist punished for telling school kids
politically incorrect facts about polar bears?
A world-renowned expert in animal bone identification has lost her position
at the University of Victoria (UVic), she believes for telling school kids
politically incorrect facts about polar bears. Zoologist Dr. Susan Crockford
says that, contrary to the claims of environmental activists, polar bears are
currently thriving and are at no risk of extinction from climate change.
Because her polar bear message conflicts with activist rhetoric, and
because activists apparently complained to administrators, her career as an
academic researcher has come to an abrupt end.
https://business.financialpost.com/opinion/was-this-zoologist-punished-fortelling-school-kids-politically-incorrect-facts-about-polar-bears

Stealth Jihad
Looks like it isn’t only Michigan teachers who are
being trained to indoctrinate public school students
with Islamic lies and propaganda
There’s another lawsuit, this time in Maryland, where high-school students
were required to profess the Shahada, the Islamic conversion creed, ‘There
is no god but Allah, and Muhammad is the messenger of Allah.’ The school
did not allow a Christian student, Caleigh Wood, to opt out, and failed her
for refusing to submit. It’s interesting that Islam is translated as
“submission.”
In the training, Christian scriptures are described as being “corrupted”
while the holy book of Islam, the Quran was said to contain the “pure”
word of God. According to the report, of hundreds of teachers attending
the workshop, not one teacher challenged the fabrications about Islam, the
disrespect toward Christianity or attacks on America.
https://barenakedislam.com/2019/10/13/looks-like-it-isnt-only-michiganteachers-who-are-being-trained-to-indoctrinate-public-school-studentswith-islamic-lies-and-propaganda/

Supreme Court Declines to Hear Case Promoting
Islam in Public School
The U.S. Supreme Court declined to review the case of a Christian high
school student in Maryland, Caleigh Wood, who, despite threats of
receiving a failing grade, refused to deny her faith by making a written
profession of the Muslim conversion prayer known as the shahada.
The shahada states, “There is no god but Allah and Muhammad is the
messenger of Allah.”
Many public schools have become hot beds of Islamic propaganda.
Teaching Islam in schools has gone far beyond a basic history lesson.
Prompted by zealous Islamic activism and emboldened by confusing court
decisions, schools are now bending over backwards to promote Islam while
at the same time denigrating Christianity.
https://clarionproject.org/supreme-court-declines-to-hear-case-promotingislam-in-public-school

United Nations
Paragon Venezuela joins Sudan, Libya, Mauritania
on vaunted UN Human Rights Council
So here we go, Venezuela got elected as a member of the United Nations
Human Rights Council, joining with Sudan, Libya, Mauritania and other
hellholes to pass judgment about human rights in the West and shield
themselves from any criticism coming back at them. All by itself, it's an
argument for disbanding this travesty. Death squad dictatorships need
representation, too.
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/10/paragon_venezuela_joins
_sudan_libya_mauritania_on_vaunted_un_human_rights_council.html

Don't send the UN another dime!

We learned that the U.N. may run out of money soon. It appears that
some member countries have not paid their dues. Frankly, I hope the U.N.
does go broke and ceases to exist. Putting Venezuela on a human rights
council is Exhibit A that this is a worthless organization.
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/10/dont_send_the_un_anoth
er_dime.html

Slavery
Thousands of Black People Are Still Slaves. So Why
Haven’t You Heard About Them?
Every day across the African continent, black men, women, and children
are captured, bought, and sold into slavery with the Western world paying
scant attention. Human rights groups have marched and battled against
abuses noticeably less cruel and evil than human bondage, yet no major
organization has attempted to free today’s black slaves, much less taken
meaningful steps to raise awareness about their plight.
https://thefederalist.com/2019/10/14/thousands-of-black-people-are-stillslaves-so-why-havent-you-heard-about-them/

Around the World
France
More Death to Free Speech
In a keynote speech, the journalist Éric Zemmour harshly criticized Islam
and the Islamization of France. He described the country's "no-go zones"
as "foreign enclaves" in French territory and depicted, as a process of
"colonization", the growing presence in France of Muslims who do not
integrate. Whoever reads the text of Zemmour's speech on September 28
can see that the speech does not incite discrimination, hatred or violence,

and does not make a single racist statement: Islam is not a race, it is a
religion.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/15002/france-free-speech

Israel
Trump's New Ambassador Leaves UN Speechless
After Calling Out Anti-Israel Agenda
US President Donald Trump’s new UN ambassador, Kelly Craft, highlighted
the systematic antisemitism and anti-Israel bias that emanates from the
United Nations during her opening remarks to the Security Council
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lPjp6ZpMM4k&feature=youtu.be

Sweden
Outraged Swedish Citizens report Greta Thunberg’s
parents to Child Services for child abuse
In tandem with a public relations consultant, Greta’s mother specifically is
said to have exploited her daughter to create mass hysteria and panic
about the world ending in a few years due to climate change and global
warming. And now Greta is spreading this same mental illness to other
children via her mother’s damaging influence, which could mean that
Greta’s mom is unfit to keep Greta in her custody. According to reports,
Greta’s parents are the subject of a new inquiry into their fitness as
parents, as it would seem that they’ve been abusing their daughter for
political and financial gain.
https://www.dcclothesline.com/2019/10/18/swedish-citizens-report-gretathunbergs-parents-to-child-services-for-child-abuse/

Syria
Trump's Syria plan reveals a master strategist in
the White House

The actual result hasn't been quite what everyone expected. Erdoğan
suddenly understood the box he was in when Trump authorized Treasury
secretary Mnuchin to prepare sanctions against Turkey. By themselves,
sanctions haven't succeeded much in that part of the world. But in concert
with the departure of the U.S., they became a scary signal that Turkey was
all by her lonesome. Having steadfastly refused to negotiate, Erdoğan now
nervously rang up Trump and asked for an emergency conference. These
are the long sought negotiations, brought about by U.S. troops leaving.
Only Donald Trump saw it — just as only Donald Trump got North Korea to
the table, forced the Chinese to play fair, and got the Mexicans to handle
the immigrant caravans on our southern border. Trump once again
exhibits strategic insight not seen in the White House since George
Washington.
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/10/trumps_syria_plan_reveal
s_a_master_strategist_in_the_white_house.html

The Netherlands
The Netherland Government Leaders Join the UN
In Harassing Pastoral Farmers
Woke Dutch farmers, who yesterday staged a second massive revolt
against so-called Climate Change restrictions, were once again patently
ignored by both local and international media. If the masses don’t protect
the farmers in their countries, the UN’s Agenda 21 will eventually lead to
mass starvation. Meanwhile, it’s not farmers who governments should be
sending in the military, but the UN. Farmers and the cows of the field are
not the cause of fictitious global-warming, even though governments
backing the UN’s Agenda 21 are absurdly blaming them.
https://canadafreepress.com/article/netherland-government-leaders-jointhe-un-in-harassing-pastoral-farmers

United Kingdom

Finally, a rebellion against Extinction Rebellion
For more than a week now the XR elitists have been disrupting everyday
life. They’ve stopped flights from taking off, preventing people from going
on well-earned holidays or visiting loved ones abroad. They’ve clogged up
roads in city centres, irritating cab drivers and people on buses. And
they’ve stormed Smithfield meat market and Billingsgate fish market –
smug middle-class vegans lecturing hard-working traders about the correct
way to think and live.
The people are rising up against the elites. No, I don’t mean Extinction
Rebellion. I mean the Rebellion against Extinction Rebellion. Today’s
clashes on the Tube between the commuting working classes and the timerich, bourgeois fearmongers of the XR cult is a wonderful illustration of the
elitist nature of eco-politics and of rising public fury with the eco-agenda.
https://www.spiked-online.com/2019/10/17/finally-a-rebellion-againstextinction-rebellion/

London Commuters Drag Global Warming Protester
Off Top of Train, Pummel the Crap Out of Him
Well it finally happened. A group of working-class citizens became so fed
up with the nonsense of climate change protesters who block traffic, that
in England on Thursday an angry mob beat the crap out of members of the
left-wing pro-environmental group "Extinction Rebellion." At Canning
Station in London, several Extinction Rebellion protesters stood on top of
the subway train preventing it from leaving the station. According to
Mahitir Pasha, a British journalist, one commuter shouted, 'I need to get to
work, I have to feed my kids,' when the protestors initially went up."
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/timothymeads/2019/10/17/londoncommuters-drag-global-warming-protester-off-top-of-train-pummel-thecrap-n2554929

Posh climate activists pick wrong working-class
train to block

Normal people don't believe in the climate change hysteria react in a
normal way when a protester blocks bridges, or jumps on passenger trains.
These commuters are being told that they're not the “target,” but they're
still the victims of the blocked train. These climate protesters aren't
targeting the passengers who are doing everything right by taking mass
transit, the protesters are filming this disruption to target fundraisers.
https://www.rebelnews.com/posh_climate_activists_pick_wrong_working_c
lass_train_to_block

Hating Islamic Ideology is a Criminal Offence
Blasphemy laws are drawing closer and closer towards judicial legitimacy
here in the UK. Hating Islamic ideology is a criminal offence. Statistical
reports have come out that suggest Muslims are targeted in 47% of hate
crimes in England and Wales. It’s a great talking point for the likes of
TellMama and Hope Not Hate who thrive on a “perception” of hatred to
stay relevant and well funded. Hate crimes are what drive their business
models; they need hate; they must find hate.
https://www.tr.news/hating-islamic-ideology-is-a-criminal-offence/

United States
A Texas Mayor Defends the Constitution from
Sharia Law
Mayor Beth Van Duyne’s reputation soared outside her city since February
2015, when she became aware that some Muslims intended to create a
Sharia court in Irving, TX. Despite a great deal of pushback and non-stop
attacks from the leftist media in Texas, Beth Van Duyne, a woman of great
courage managed to push the envelope off the table on Sharia’s
implementation in her own U.S. city: Irving, Texas.
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/10/a_texas_mayor_defend
s_the_constitution_from_sharia_law.html

Anti-Muslim group plans to hold fundraiser at Mara-Lago days after the Trump Organization canceled
another such hate group's gala there
Fleitz, who at one time served as chief of staff for former Trump national
security adviser John Bolton and took the reins of CSP in January, pushed
back against the claim that his organization was anti-Muslim, telling the
Palm Beach Post that the group has been working with Muslims to combat
terrorism. He also sought to distance the group from its founder, stating
that Frank Gaffney does not speak for CSP anymore.
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7588683/Another-anti-Muslimgroup-plans-hold-fundraiser-Mar-Lago.html

LeBron's Sensitivity to the Feelings of Maoists
Mao Zedong is arguably the greatest mass murderer of the Twentieth
Century, perhaps in history. He easily eclipses fellow left-wing monsters
like Pol Pot, Hitler, and even Stalin in the sheer number of corpses he left
in his wake. What LeBron himself may not be well-educated about is the
fact that the entire world doesn't revolve around his sneaker contract and
the profits that flow from it. He may not understand that the People’s
Republic of China today is a natural outgrowth of the China which was
ruled by the late Mao Zedong.
https://cms.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2019/10/lebrons-sensitivity-feelingsmaoists-discover-networks

Venezuela
My Socialist Hell: 20 Years of Decay in Venezuela
Venezuela, my home country, has it all: beautiful and breathtaking
landscapes, abundant resources, even unique wonders of nature like
the Angel Falls or the Catatumbo Lightning. Yet if you’ve heard our name
in the news recently, it’s as the subject of tragedy: toilet paper shortages,
desperate people scavenging through garbage to find food for their
families, bread lines, a systemic failure of our public utilities, dogs flayed in
broad daylight for meat, corruption, lack of
proper medicine and health access, weighing stacks of cash, and so much
more. It saddens me to say that it’s true, all of it, a product of 20 years of
socialism.
https://www.breitbart.com/national-security/2019/10/13/my-socialist-hell20-years-of-decay-in-venezuela

Other Articles
An Open Letter to Sergey Brin by Dennis Prager
The company that you co-founded, Google, the greatest conduit of speech
in world history, is also suppressing speech. I have asked myself over and
over: How could the company founded by a man whose parents fled the
Soviet Union do this? Today, decent people -- people who abhor Nazism
and every other form of evil, left or right; people like Jordan Peterson, Ben
Shapiro and Ayaan Hirsi Ali -- are shouted down, threatened, disinvited or
never invited to speak at America's universities. Freedom of speech is the
most fundamental of all freedoms. It's what your parents yearned for and
bequeathed to you. Please don't help take it away from those who made it
possible -- the people of America.
https://townhall.com/columnists/dennisprager/2019/10/15/an-open-letterto-sergey-brin-n2554720

Why the ‘Woke’ Corporations Support China in
Hong Kong
The last thing the NBA, Disney, Apple, Nike and the rest of the ‘megas’
want is competition. What they want is a walled garden tended by a kindly
Zen-Communist tyrant who will give them a virgin territory in exchange for
a huge slice of the pie to be shared with local political partners. And, of
course, slavish devotion to the tyranny of whatever it is the locals believe
in, dialectical materialism, the transcendence of gender, which is a small
price to pay by people who don’t have any principles or believe in anything.
https://cms.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2019/10/why-woke-corporations-backchina-hong-kong-daniel-greenfield

The enemy of my enemy is not my friend: It is an
unholy alliance
The enemy of your enemy is not your friend. He may use and abuse you
for a period of time, but then will throw you over. The West is involved in
the Middle East – not by design, but by acts of war. Sept 11, 2001 began
the latest march. And what we need to learn from our actions there is that
honour/shame cultures are dangerous.
The ethic of all Muslim countries rests on vengeance; not justice and
mercy. And vengeance is never ending. Aristotle wrote that memory is the
scribe of the soul. Muslim memory calls for revenge. There are few real
Muslim nation states. Most are tribes, not living well together. There is no
sense of loyalty up the chain from family, clan, tribe to nation.
https://dianebederman.com/the-enemy-of-my-enemy-is-not-my-friend-itis-an-unholy-alliance/

In the Age of Leftism
* Christopher Columbus is a warmonger.
* NFL players take the knee.
* NBA players are loud sympathizers and profiteers of a communist regime
notorious for re-education gulags and disappearances of millions.

https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/in-the-age-of-leftism/

YouTubes
Beto O’Rourke Does Not Get to Raise my Child
Ben Shapiro warns that if politicians try to mandate LGBTQ ‘indoctrination’
at all schools, then he will “pick up a gun”. Further adding: “Beto O’Rourke
does not get to raise my child. And if he tries, I will meet him at the door
with a gun”.
https://twitter.com/jasonscampbell/status/1182694698659569664?s=21

Bosch Fawstin video: a warning to Jews about the
Islamic agenda and the “peace process”
In this video, Bosch Fawstin, an artist who was raised Muslim, is
interviewed. He cautions Westerners about “empathy for Islam, the
Palestinian ‘resistance’, and Muslim immigration,” due to the jihad threat
and the Islamic imperialist imperative to dominate non-Muslim societies,
aka the House of War. Bosch focuses primarily on the drive to “carve up
Israel” in the interests of an oppressive Islamic state of Palestine, with the
real goal of eliminating Jews from Israel.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/10/bosch-fawstin-video-a-warning-tojews-about-the-islamic-agenda-and-the-peace-process

Go Home Greta
Child activist, Greta Thunberg, gave an impassioned speech at the United
Nations. It's a shame that she doesn't understand how she's being used.
Here's the Simple Truth.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x7kKxbl-ILI

Official Government Lies with Dr. Bill Warner

We have reached the point in history where our government is dictating
the truth of Islam. The state of Washington is supporting Islam by dictating
the interpretation of Islamic scriptures. It also declares Islam to be a
superior faith. Tragically, as a people we have lost the ability to be
outraged at the loss of our civil rights, including the freedom from religious
establishment by our government.
https://www.politicalislam.com/official-government-lies

Pamela Geller — Freedom of Speech Under Attack
18 years after 9/11 – let’s take a moment to reflect. Twitter, Facebook
social media, came the oft repeated #neverforget. Absurd in its true
meaning. What is it that people are not supposed to forget? You can’t talk
motive. You can’t question jihadic doctrine. In the wake of the ensuing
global intellectual terrorism, more apt hashtag would be
#RememberToForget
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lMP3NtKwZW8

The Personal is Political with Paul Joseph Watson
The time to follow is over. It's time to lead. Video commentator Paul
Joseph Watson is back with another keenly insightful talk, this time an
exhortation to stand up against the left's totalitarian, big-tech silencing of
dissenting voices.
https://cms.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2019/10/paul-joseph-watson-videopersonal-political-paul-joseph-watson
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Please forward this Newsletter to others.
There is STRENGTH in numbers.
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